Establishment & year 1

Project Costs & Benefits
The plan includes outline finances estimated as below

Activity type

Cost/
income
(000s)

Capital costs (establishment)

187

Programme costs (years 1-2)

114
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Commission Development Plan
(done)
Input into Lough Derg Strategy
Develop project conservation
objectives

Agree management structure
and role profiles.
Agree operational schedule
Develop calendar of events
Appoint project manager (Year
2)

Bid to funders for:
• Marketing/TC plan
• Construction of Centre
• Interpretive elements
• Aistear interpretative upgrade plan
• Signage

•

Commission/draw-up tourism
commercialisation (TC) plan or
marketing plan with clear targets
for footfall in identified segments
and clear KPIs.
Brand development – logo design
and associated works

Early priority will be to establish a
suitable entity to drive the project to
development and find a project manager with the right skill set
The benefits are potentially high for a
modest initial cost

Income (unrestricted—after establishment) 43.7
The potential benefits identified in the plan include :
• Increase in visitors to Mountshannon of 11-18000 per annum
• New economic activity equivalent to c. €800K/20 FTE jobs
• Additional resource and effort for Sea Eagle conservation
• Increased awareness of people to wildlife conservation
• Training opportunities
• Enhanced community benefits like social cohesion and well
being
• Local infrastructural enhancements & recreation opportunities

This project has been part-funded by the LEADER programme, through The National Development Plan and the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development
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Priority actions

MOUNTSHANNON
WHITE-TAILED SEA EAGLE

DEVELOPMENT
PLAN 2018-2023
Executive Summary

What’s the Plan?

Mountshannon White-tailed
Sea Eagle

Recommended projects

Development Plan

Enhanced eagle viewing at the Bird Viewing and Information Point—provide a larger space, interpretation, camera
technology on raptors and other wildlife and activities and
events right at Mountshannon

Background & Context
Since 2013, Mountshannon hosted the first breeding Sea
Eagles in Ireland in over 100 years, A small viewing project
developed and attracts visitors to the area. The community wish to see the project develop to benefit the eagles,
the community and the economy and this plan sets out a
recommended framework and feasibility study which aims
to provide a sustainable means to achieve this.
Lough Derg forms the centre of, or is strategically well
placed for, development of a range of tourism and leisure
activity initiatives. A number of plans and projects exist to
develop this further including the Lough Derg Blueway,
plans for development of Inis Cealtra and Fáilte Ireland’s
“Hidden Heartlands” programme. A significant gap exists
in many of these for the more substantial development fo
wildlife based tourism and this project is well placed to
help address that.

Wildlife discovery points developed along a network of trails,
will introduce visitors to a wide range of wildlife. One of these
might be a guided raptor feeding site for special close up experiences and boat trips could be developed

What’s the BIG Idea?
Iconic wildlife encounters
The Eagles are the iconic symbol of the entire experience, the ultimate wildlife encounter and one all the
more special because it cannot be guaranteed

Events and Festivals seasonal events programme , a wildlife
festival and guided walks or tours provide dynamic content for
promotion, awareness and attracting visitors.
Trails and interpretation marked to link the discovery points,
the eagle centre and other features should be developed—
based around existing trails and creating any short linkages and
loops where necessary

Discovering Raptors extends the encounter to a range

Education groups would provide an effective means to engage
young people, raise awareness and bring additional visitors to
the area

The plan also forms a significant resource to help inform
the development of funding bids and commercial initiatives through which the projects can be resourced.

Exploring the Lake can be done at different levels: it

Conservation action and science actions to within a conservation plan to develop a key community aspiration to protect the eagles and other wildlife

The plan is a framework to develop

Hidden Wildlife introduces the visitor to the ‘secret’

The community aspirations to see an improved economy
and other social benefits but with eagle conservation and
education as a core part of this has been key in driving the
development of the plan.

projects which aim to;

Enhance the economy by bringing more
tourists to the area
Conserve the eagles and other wildlife
Enhance community engagement,
awareness and well-being
Engage young people with the natural
world

of other birds of prey, some of whom the visitor will
have a much better chance of seeing on their visit

covers both a physical exploration of the lake and its
landscape, by foot or by boat, and a more ‘intellectual’
one exploring its history, folklore, geology and ecology

world of the lake, particularly its wildlife – birds, mammals, insects and rare fish that live deep in the waters.
Wildlife cameras may be one way of revealing this hidden world, but activities like bug-hunts, bat-walks and
pond dipping might form the basis of events and educational activities
Science and Research provides an opportunity to introduce the visitor to conservation action both of the community and other bodies who are working to understand
and save this unique landscape and its iconic eagles
Each of these themes needs to be delivered in some way to the visitor,
and some will be delivered in several different ways. The interaction
begins online with a new website, continues onsite in Mountshannon
in a small visitor centre, and in the field through guided or self-guided
tours on and off the lake, and through a growing network of trails and
viewpoints.

Not just eagles….
Enhance the experience
Longer season
Spread the locations around the area
Enhanced awareness of all wildlife
Opportunities for lifelong learning

